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Abstract
The use of computer to assist learning has increased significantly through more than
three decades.  However, the use of the instrument is still becoming a problem
among teachers and educators. This paper discusses the evaluation criteria in
selecting Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) software in language and
skill development for ESL/EFL. The CALL evaluation criteria proposed in this
paper is aimed to assist English language teachers to determine good quality CALL
software used in classroom activity. CALL has proven its benefits for three aspects:
programming consideration, educational design, and easy for use. A checklist
describing evaluation aspects of the CALL is provided in this paper.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
The use of computer to assist language learning (CALL) has increased significantly

through more than three decades (Kotter, 2002). CALL is defined by Levy (1997) as “the
search for and study of application of the computer in language teaching and learning” can
be used as a creative instrument, as reference, and as a communication tool for teachers and
students (Hubbard, 1996).

However, the use of CALL is still becoming a problem among the teachers and
educators due to the poor quality of its software (Kotter, 2002; Maddux et.al., 1992). As
Gare (1982) points out that the teachers who wish to capitalize on the potential of computer
have difficulty in obtaining suitable software to use in their classrooms. She also adds,
although the supply of software increased, Maddux (1992) claims there are over 20 000
educational computer software available today, the problem is not easily solved. It is
mostly because much of this software has been produced by programmers who are not
programmers.

Given to this situation, Knowles (1992) suggests that software for language learners
needs to be particularly well designed and carefully selected because language learners do
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not have the same range of language skills and lexis as native speakers. Gare (1982) also
adds, the software, which mostly fits into the classroom, not only posses specific subject
area of knowledge, but also displays a desired subject methodology. Obviously, the use of
poor quality software will only frustrate and confuse such students (Knowles, 1992).

In order to select good quality software that can be applied in a classroom, such a
CALL evaluation criteria is required. Gayeski (1993) states, evaluation can serve a variety
of different roles or functions, including analyzing needs, refining goals and objectives,
documenting activities, improving programs and products, assessing effectiveness and
impact, and estimating cost effectiveness. In addition to this, Scholfield (2000) says,
evaluation implies an activity where something is declared suitable or not and consequent
are to be made or action taken. Evaluating something therefore is not the same as
researching it, though research may be done to find out things, which then inform the value
judgment and hopefully make it better.

This paper aims to discuss the evaluation criteria in selecting CALL software
program for the use of ESL/EFL context.

2. CALL EVALUATION CRITERIA
This paper outlines three major criteria, which assist teachers to select a good and

an effective CALL software program and teaching purposes, namely; programming
consideration, educational design, and ease of use of the program. The general aspects of
these criteria will be discussed and particular components are provided in the criteria
checklist form.

Programming Consideration
There are two important aspects included in programming consideration, i.e.

description of the program and system requirements.
In general, the previous aspect includes the details of program, name, author,

publisher, date of publication, copyright and the program information. As Knowles (1992)
states, the record of these details can be helpful to ascertain if the person who published the
software is a programmer or a language teacher, or both. The price of software program is
also put into consideration. According to Bradin (1992), the most expensive software is not
always the best because some of the most successful software can be obtained at low cost
or as freeware or shareware. Obviously, the cost of buying software should be reasonable
for the value received (Knowles, 1992).

Secondly, the system requirements related to the type of cimputer setting, whether it
is stand-alone, intranet, or Internet. These factors determine the need of the server, the
Internet access and the hardware requirements. Scholfield (2000) suggests putting a
description of detailed aspects of how the program works, with examples of actual items,
such as screen, type of computer/platform, etc. since the readers cannot be assumed to be
familiar with the software.
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Educational Design
Educational design is primarily focused on the objectives of the program and all the

pedagogical aspects including language-learning activities, model of tasks, learning style
and also feedback for students.

In regard to the objectives of the software, Scholfields (2000) suggests to provide a
full account target learners at a particular level, etc. Also, Hubbard (1992) emphasizes that
the objectives of the software should be clearly defined.

Furthermore, the other aspects such as language activities: writing, reading,
speaking, listening, vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation practices and the tasks; simulation,
problem solving, drill and practice, etc. should be present in the software, so that “the
learner’s needs for language development are fostered “ (Knowles, 1992).

Next, learning style has considerable relevance to how teacher and program operate
together to create a learning environment for students. It includes neutral, descriptive,
investigate, competitive, cooperative, diagnostic and informative learning (Gare, 1982).

Finally, the aspect of learning progress report as feedback for students determines
the degree of interactivity between the computer and learners (Steven, 1989). It becomes an
important factor not only for the teacher but also for the students, that it can be used to
evaluate the teaching learning process in the classroom.

Ease of Use
Ease of use of software program related to its functionality; the students can use

program with minimal teacher help, easy to navigate, and the on screen directions are clear
for students. Bradin (1999) claims that the interface (the program’s appearance to the user )
should be consistent enough that learners can focus on the task. Furthermore, Knowles
(1992) suggests, in order to use the software with ease good instructions are vital – they
should be explicit bit not overburdening, the basic operating instructions should be clearly
documented and freely available and it should be possible to exit and re-access the program
without any difficulty.

3. CONCLUSION
The quality of CALL software program is improving but it still becomes a problem

due to its poor quality frequently. There are three criteria that should be put into
consideration in selecting good and effective software. They involve programming
consideration, educational design and ease of use. These aspects are becoming important,
since they determine the successful of language learning process in classroom.
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Appendix:  Checklist of Call Software Evaluation

Instruction:     Circle any of these items provided in the second column if you see for “Y
N”, and give number (1,2,3,4,5) for the blank column. Then, write your
description or comments in the third column if it is necessary.

Notes:
N =  no or absent Y  = Yes or available

Rating:    1 = very poor
2 = poor
3 = fair
4 = good
5 = very good

CRITERIA Y/N or
Rating

Description/Comment

1 2 3

I. Programming Consideration
a. Details of program
Program name Y       N
Author (s) Y       N
Publisher Y       N
Date of publication Y       N
Copyright Y       N
Program information Y       N
Price Y       N
b. System requirement

Y       N

Y       N

Type of computer setting
 Stand alone
 Intranet
 Internet

Y       N

Y       N
Server requirements
 Type of processor
 Type of

computer/platform Y       N
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 Amount of RAM
Y       N

Y       N

Y       N

Y       N

Y       N

Y       N

Y   N
Y       N

Y       N

Y       N
Y       N
Y       N

Y       N

Hardware Requirements
 Type of processor
 Type of

computer/platform
 Amount of RAM
 Amount of hard drive
 Amount of video card
 CD-ROM drive
 Network card
 Network link to server
 Sound card
 Type of monitor
 Mouse (peripheral

device)
 Speakers
 Headphone with

microphone
Y       N
Y       N

II. Educational Design
Program objectives
Target audiences is clearly
stated

Y       N

The program is designed for
particular subject area

Y    N

The goal of program is defined Y       N
Language learning activities provided
Reading Y       N
Listening Y       N
Writing Y       N
Speaking Y       N
Vocabulary Y       N
Grammar Y       N
Pronunciation Y       N
Games Y  N
Model of tasks provided
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Simulation Y       N
Problem solving Y       N
Drill and practice Y       N
Gap filling Y       N
Yes / No questions Y       N
Cloze test Y       N
Possibilities for learning style
Neutral Y       N
Descriptive Y       N
Investigate Y       N
Competitive Y       N
Cooperative Y       N
Diagnostic Y       N
Informative Y       N
Learning progress report provided

Y       N

Y       N

Y       N
Y       N

Kind of progress transmitted to
students
 A score
 A mark
 A comment
 Through use of graphic
 Through use of sounds

Y       N

Y       N

Y       N

Frequently total results
transmitted
 End of question
 End of section
 End of program

Y       N

Criteria Rating Description/Comment
1 2 3

III. Ease of use
Students can use program with
minimal teacher help
Ease of getting started
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Ease of exit the program at
anytime
On screen directions are clear,
precise and consistent
Directions can be skipped at
option of user
Direction can be reviewed at
anytime
Background and text work
well together
Students can control sequence
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